
Reading Summary

Week 1 Negotiation Dynamics 

Fundamental	data

Three main numbers in any negotiation are BATNA (best alternative to negotiated 
agreement), reserve price, and target price (also known as aspiration point). 

BATNA: Opportunity cost, the cost of doing x is not being able to do y. You make an 
economic profit if your current option’s (x) value exceeds the value of your next best 
option (y). If x is bigger in value than y you should pick x and vice versa. .You 
generally shouldn’t settle for a price lower than your BATNA. A strong BATNA is an 
excellent partner in any negotiation, meaning you can push harder in your current 
negotiation. Therefore you should always try to strengthen your BATNA. You should 
never change your BATNA based on what your opponent says about their own 
position or your position. It should only be changed when the BATNA itself changes 
(you lose part or all the value of your next best opportunity, it improves or you get a 
new best opportunity). Never reveal your BATNA to anyone. 

Reserve price: The minimum you are willing to receive if you are the seller and the 
maximum you are willing to pay. 

Target price: The best price you can hope to receive. It should never equal your first 
offer, unless you only have one chance to make an offer (vending machine). Most 
people don’t agree to the first offer of their opponent, if they do the offeror tends to 
suffer winners curse. 

The target price should be bigger or equal to the reserve price. The target price 
should also be bigger or equal to the BATNA. The reserve price should be bigger or 
equal to the BATNA. In many cases all three are identical (train tickets). Price fixing 
is illegal in most countries except for government services as it prevents the 
functioning of a free market. These three numbers have to be thought of in 
relationship to yourself and your opponent. 

ZOPA (Zone of possible agreement): The most I am willing to pay for a scarf is $6 
and the lady selling it to me has a minimum selling price of $2, the ZOPA is $4. 

Types	of	nego2able	issues	and	what	to	reveal	with	each
Distributive issues: Zero sum game, fixed pie is distributed amongst a finite 
number of parties. 

Integrative issue: Expands the pie you are negotiating over. Once the pie is fully 
expanded the issue then becomes distributive.
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The most I am willing to pay for a scarf is $6 and the lady selling it to me has a 
minimum selling price of $2, the ZOPA is $4 (Distributive, zero sum negotiation). If I 
buy two scarfs my willingness to pay for the second might decrease from $6 to $5 
and her minimum price will remain the same. New ZOPA is $7 ($6-$2=$4 + $5-$2=
$3) (the pie has expanded). 

Compatible issue: No zero-sum negotiations. Every gain of mine is a gain of yours. 
But not necessarily a gain of the same kind or amount. 

When planning your negotiation you will want to have a list of all your distributive, 
integrative and compatible issues and how to prioritise them. Do not accept the first 
offer as you can usually get more and your opponent will suffer from the winner’s 
curse. 

What to reveal regarding distributive, integrative and compatible issues: Many 
negotiators firstly reveal all integrative issues and try to figure out the true value of 
the pie before beginning to divide it. Some recommend hiding compatible outcomes 
where it is unlikely the other negotiator will recognise the issue is compatible, which 
allows you to make a concession on a compatible issue, in exchange for the other 
person’s concession on a distributive or integrative issue that has become 
distributive. A problem arises when the other side does not wish to make a 
concession or when they realise it was a trick. Distributive issues can be revealed.

What you should keep to yourself: BATNA

Willingness	to	pay	

Priori2sa2on	

Winners	curse	

Zero	sum	game		

Norms	of	bargaining	tac2cs		

Basic tactics for first time negotiators

Anchoring and adjustment heuristic: This states that under a situation of 
uncertainty people upon hearing a number will anchor themselves on that. They will 
then adjust their own estimate of the worth relative to that anchor. Accordingly, 
anchoring leads people to settle on a figure closer to the one they were presented 
with earlier. Aspire high and beware of other’s anchors. This is because, high target 
prices trigger the anchoring and adjustment heuristic and this gets the triggers a 
better pay off. Relevant anchors should be made high but only anchor within the 
range of uncertainty that could be present (scarf could be $1 or $200 but not $7000) 
and you should try to slip in backdoor irrelevant anchors. If the other person tries to 
anchor you, immediately re-anchor them (high versus low number). Psychology 
behind this is well established in African country experiment.
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Getting to yes: Objective criteria should form the basis of your discussion of the 
value of the issue under negotiation. Negotiators must justify and be open to other’s 
justification as to what are the most appropriate criteria and how they should be 
applied. Negotiators should never yield to pressure, only to principle. Negotiators 
should agree on principles before they negotiate over the sums. Negotiators will try 
and manipulate what is a fair and objective criteria and as a result objectivity and 
fairness becomes a means of manipulation. In reality, what is important is giving a 
reason for your selection. 

The reasons effect: People like having reasons for what they do. The reason needs 
to be logical and relevant. In other words giving a reason will result in people 
complying more likely.

The notions of fairness

Equality based rule: The value under consideration is split evenly among those who 
wish to claim it. 

Equity based rule: The inputs of people are in the same proportions at what people 
get out. 

Need based rule: The party that needs the most, gets the most (hospital emergency 
room).

All of the above are techniques of manipulation which can be used for good or bad 
purposes. People will pick and choose what notion of fairness suits them best. 

Contingency agreements

Contingency agreements solve the dilemma of parties having different predictions for 
the future. They identify the range of future happenings that could take place in 
mutually exclusive fashion. They pre-specify obligations that each party will take on 
upon each of those happenings. They can be pegged to some objective standard. 
They can also be used to create incentives and focus on differential predictions of 
the future. 

Equitable doctrine against penalties: 

Problems arise when pre-specifications are not set clearly (favourable weather). Also 
people prefer certain outcomes to slightly uncertain ones. Also people hate the 
notion of losing a wager as it makes them lose face (particularly in countries where 
face is important). Finally the giver of information is open to exploitation. 
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After class reading

Advanced notions of fairness and pie splitting technique: 
Key Challenges of coalitions

Optimal Coalition size: They should contain the minimum number of people 
sufficient to achieve a desired goal. They are difficult to maintain because members 
are tempted by other members to join other coalitions and because agreements are 
not enforceable. 

Trust and temptation in coalition: When they’re no longer rewarding people will 
leave them. But members of coalitions experience a strong pull to remain intact even 
when it is not rational to do so. 

Dividing the pie: A normative method of fair allocation does not exist thus the 
distribution is complex. Experience and risk tolerance influence the size of the pie. 
Novice negotiators often settle for equal distribution, experienced ones never do so. 
Experienced negotiators are much more willing and able to exploit differences in 
their relative bargaining power. 

Getting out of the vicious cycle

The core solution: A set of alternatives that are un-dominated. An alternative is in 
the core if no coalition has both the power and desire to overthrow it. First determine 
what each party’s share would be if shortage of funds weren’t an issue. Then get the 
total down to what we actually have by deducting an equal share from each party. 

The Shapley model: One player starts out alone and is then joined by a second and 
third player. This model determines the overall payoff a player can expect on the 
basis of his pivotal power or the ability to change a losing coalition into a winning 
one. The Shapley value is the mean of a player’s added value. When all players 
bring equal resources the Shapley value is the total amount of resources divided by 
the total number of people (equity principle). 

The Hybrid model: The mean of the Shapley and core values is computed. 

Tips for lower power players: Make your contacts early, seek verbal commitments 
(most people feel obliged to follow through with promises they make to others), use 
unbiased-appearing rationale to divide pie (fairness). 

Negotiation debrief: In order to find out priorities of opponent make a deal saying I’ll 
show you mine if you show me yours (car sale with 8 factors).

If you are at an impasse, make your first offer really high, if they don’t yield. It’s
your chance to start the negotiation again. 

Reciprocity rule: When you give something to someone they will feel pressured to 
return something to you. 
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Week 2 Preparation for negotiation

Defining scope

What issues are you negotiating over, over what time etc. You also need to 
understand the sequence that you will present those issues in and/or if you will 
present those issues in bundles (packages). Next you will need to consider the 
general principles, strategies, tactics and tricks that you will use to negotiate (e.g. 
objective or subjective standards). 

Self assessment

Factors in self assessment are own BATNA, target price, reserve price, acceptable 
range of risk, motives of parties and their agents, possible biases blocking cognition, 
id sunk costs (ignore them), negotiable issues and their alternatives. 

First identify all the issues, then identify what type of issue each issue you identified 
is (distributive, compatible or integrative). Next identify your best alternative to a 
negotiated outcome (BATNA) with the current party on any or all of those issues, and 
update your BATNA only as new information becomes available. You should try to 
improve your BATNA, unless negotiation is a one-off. Then prioritise issues and rank 
them in order of importance. You might assign a decision weight to each issue, thus 
discerning which issues should be fought over hardest (draw up decision matrix, p. 
36). 

Next set a target price, apply here what you know about anchoring and adjustment 
heuristic. Then you set the reserve price which is the minimum you are willing to sell 
and the maximum you are willing to pay. With a low reserve competitive flames can 
be stoked, but usually you don’t want to do worse than your BATNA. Some calculate 
the reserve price based on probabilities (% of chance that you will sell). You also 
need to know how much risk your principle wants to take on (risk propensity). 

Issues can now be put into packages of equal value, no more than three bundles 
should be made as you do not want to overwhelm the other party. Presenting less 
may make you seem less flexible and may lead to positional bargaining. Priorities 
(worth of each issue) need to be taken into account. 

Self assessment advanced concept

Focal points (and sunk costs): Your mind needs to be stripped of any focal points 
(irrelevant figures in your mind) before entering a negotiation. Buyers who knew that 
sellers had higher sunk costs paid more (illogical for buyer). In this scenario the sunk 
cost is the focal point. 

The endowment effect: What you have you value more than what you would like to 
have (coffee cup experiment). 
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Framing, loss frames and gain frames: People are more risk seeking when 
confronted with sure losses and more risk averse when confronted with sure gains. 
This is because losses are weighed more than equivalent gains (money experiment). 
Some negotiators will consciously frame decisions as losses or gains to manipulate 
their opponent to do as desired. 

When setting expectations
Thinking it will go worse than it will: People are more likely to pessimistically 
forecast if they have unlimited time to make their decision but under time restraints 
forecasts are more optimistic. 

Thinking it will go better than it will: Overaspirational negotiators aim 
unrealistically high because of optimism bias (thinking that our position is better  than 
it really is) and overconfidence effect (we think we are better than we and our 
bargaining position) and illusion of control (we believe we have more control than we 
do). (see also lottery card experiment). 

As a negotiator you can give your opponent a small amount of control to change 
their valuation and their closeness to the deal. 

Sunk cost bias: This makes us overvalue something based on past expenditure, 
even when past expenditures offer no future/current benefit. You should only look at 
current worth when assessing something’s value by looking at the market price and 
focusing on objective criteria. When making investment decisions you should only 
focus on plausible future gains. Sometimes the only way to not be affected by sunk 
cost bias is to not look at them and not negotiate on their basis. But you need to 
think how sunk costs can be used in your favour. (see manufacturing plant example).

Serial positioning effect: When we are asked to recall information given to us in 
sequence our ability to remember is influenced by where in the sequence we were 
presented with that information. First things and the last things you are told you will 
remember the most. 

Representativeness heuristic
Is the general name giving to a set of heuristics: 
• Base rate bias: People tend to ignore base rates, and instead pick on other 

extraneous criteria (See experiment in glossary). 

• Ordering of randomness bias: People try to find patterns in numbers they know 
are random (coin toss). 

• Expectation that chance will be self-correcting: If you flip a coin and get three 
heads in a row, the expectation is that the odds of getting tail next are %50 higher. 

• Ignoring regression to the mean: People expect extremes (unlikely events) to be 
followed by similar extremes. (High school students example). 
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• The conjunction fallacy: Choosing an option that seems most representative of a 
given stimuli, regardless of the probability is likely in absolute terms (see 
experiment in glossary).

Availability heuristic: A psychological heuristic whereby people focus on the most 
salient items in their memory (things that come to mind easily) to make judgments on 
probability, rather than examine other alternatives. This has implications for how you 
price your alternatives, whether you split offerings and issues up or you clump them 
together and what you bring up in your negotiation. 

Risk: People can be risk seekers, risk neutral or risk averse. In negotiations risk tend 
to present themselves in four main ways. BATNA fall-out (your BATNA falls through), 
strategy failure, relationship souring, contract follow-through (willingness of other 
party to keep the contract’s terms). For example if your opponent has a risk averse 
tendency, you can price less risky packages higher than risky ones. 

Certainty effect: People are willing to pay a price premium for certainty (Russian 
roulette example). This co-exists with the loss and gain frames. 

Problems in calculating sums: Consumers and negotiators are easily manipulated 
by the way in which data/info are displayed to them. A %50 increase in quantity is the 
same as a %33 discount. Thus more bonus packages were sold than discounted 
packages. This has a profound effect on how you offer concessions (as one on top of 
the other or as a lump sum). 

Offering packages 

Paradox of choice: As optionality increases, people’s ability/desire to choose 
between those options decreases, leading people to pick what is framed as the 
default choice or no choice, option. It is best to make the most preferable option to 
you the one with the least amount of extra choice/cognitive effort required by the 
decision maker. 

Assessment of other side factors

Who are they? If you are the underdog it is better to focus on objective criteria. Only 
flex your muscles if you are not the underdog and you have a very strong position. 
A useful way to figuring out what your opponents priorities are is by offering 
packages of equivalent value to you and seeing which they prefer. 
<Are the parties monolithic- can you play them off against each other?>
Their BATNA, their target price, their reservation price, their risk propensity, motives 
of their agent v them (leverage if useful), possible biases you could leverage, id sunk 
costs (leverage if useful), their issues v their interests v their priorities

Assessing the situation: Your behaviour in a negotiation will be quite different 
depending on whether it is one off or repeat. In repeat you must value the 
relationship and not set poor precedents. You should ask yourself if you need to 
bring in more parties. Where should the negotiation take place? You should look 
whether linkages are present between this and other negotiations and decide 
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whether actions taken here will negatively affect other negotiations. Are there time 
constraints? Under time constraints decision makers focus on fewer criteria.

Post-settlement and settlement: After a long time of negotiation parties are often 
fed up with one another thus they put their pens down for good once a deal is 
reached. This often leaves unclaimed value on the table. One way around that is a 
post-settlement settlement, where each party acquires a third party representative 
who tries to tweak a Pareto efficient, if is not possible to make anyone better off 
without making at least one person worse off, the aim is thus to get an outcome 
where all integrative potential is realised. If this is impossible the original deal will 
stick. 

Positional bargaining v interest-based bargaining: ?

Workshop Lecture 
Opponent analysis versus self analysis
ZOPA calculation methods
BATNA calculation methods
BATNA: correcting misconceptions
Priorities: calculation methods
Application to BATNA calculation
Confusion between focal points, old information, irrelevant information and etcetera
The Harvard Methods of Negotiation
Getting past no
Getting to yes
Basic Strategies for avoiding and getting out of positional bargaining
Main types of impasse
Procedural
Substantive
Psychological
Where your opponent is coming from
Issues-based negotiation
Rights-based negotiation
Power-based negotiation
The teaching philosophy of this course

After class reading

GETTING TO “YES”

• Go to the balcony – let everyone breathe and gain perspective
• Walk in their shoes / step to their side
• Focus on interests and NOT positions
• Invent/ideate options
• Develop and improve your BATNA
• Give your opponent an out which saves their face by building a golden bridge; 

open up new integrative/compatible issues…
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GETTING PAST “NO”

• Get back to that balcony
• Step to their side, but more than that, build on their ideas (or at least seem to) by 

saying ‘yes, and…’, not ‘but, no…’
• Reframe rather than rejecting their arguments inquire into them. Find underlying 

interests which are hidden by positions. Find underlying problems that you can 
provide solutions for that they cannot or have not thought of and so on. “Yes, and

• Golden bridge building
• Educate them as to your arguments and their own (not condescendingly), do not 

escalate through rejection and threats. Even though you should not threaten, you 
should warn them of negative consequences of their proposition/s. 

Week 3 Evaluation techniques

Pricing theories

The law of demand: As price rises, less of an item will be demanded. The first item 
you buy you will be willing to pay more for than the second identical one. 

The law of supply: As price rises more items will be produced. As price rises you 
(supplier) will have more of an incentive to produce more items. 

The above depends on the product and the industry (elasticity). This renders 
important lessons for negotiators. As you increase quantity offered to the other side, 
their willingness to pay for each extra item will decrease, meaning you have to 
decrease the price for each extra item offered. Knowing the sensitivity of your buyer 
to price is important to setting prices and estimating quantity. A higher price allows 
less efficient supply to enter into the market. 

Methods of setting prices: Some psychological concepts should be considered 
such as the certainty effect, the anchoring and adjustment heuristic, framing (loss 
and gain), the paradox of choice, sunk cost bias, fairness perceptions, risk 
propensity, the availability heuristic, representative heuristic. After considering these 
you will need to figure out how to price your alternative offers. The easiest way is to 
set a single, unchanging price. This often fails as the ZOPA is not taken out of 
negative territory, the deal is not structured correctly. 

It is important to ideate as many pricing packages as possible before entering into a 
negotiation to ensure opportunities are not missed. As many issues as possible 
should be put in those packages.

Examples of pricing structures: 
• Pricing fluctuating with demand; two part pricing where a cap value is paid for 

the necessities and extras must be paid for above that. 
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• Three part pricing same as above but there is a sliding scale before and after the 
cap. 

• Fixed prices is when the price is set solid regardless of demand. No seller sells at 
a different price (train tickets). 

• Market prices (buying gold). 
• Set price in line with the competition. 
• Set prices to increase in line with inflation or other objective criteria (often 

done by landlords). Done best when pre-determined intervals are set (every 
quarter). 

• Set a price that varies based on input. 
• Hedges, when negotiating over different currencies and the like, firms often get 

insurance for currency price fluctuations or otherwise hedge to protect the ultimate 
price they pay/receive. 

• Contingency agreements (Lecture 1). 

Value calculation

Expected utility theory: A rational economic actor seeking the best expected value 
will take all possible outcomes, weigh their risk and then pick the option with the 
highest value. 

Utility maximisation: All possibilities are weighed and the option that best suits you 
is picked. 

Expected value: People will pick whatever option suits and objective person, 
objectively best. Risk seekers are said to achieve more utility from taking risks than 
not, so more risky options will have more utility weights to them. Thus depending on 
the risk preference of those you are negotiating against you should set different 
valuations for your packages based on the differential in risk between packages. 

Satisficing: However rational beings are not trying to optimise, instead they are only 
attempting to satisfice. Also the term rational needs to be qualified with a word such 
as bounded in order to take into account the limited computational power of people, 
the limited info available, the environmental and time constraints imposed. As a 
result we allow ourselves to be satisfied of some criteria and sacrifice others. But 
some say that if you had all the info and could process it you would make the 
economically rational choice, while others say you still would not. 

Prospect theory: People were more sensitive to losses than gains (loss aversion, 
endowment effect). The way information is framed (loss and gain frames) changes 
the decisions people make based on that information. People assess information 
from a reference point (airline ticket, ice cream example).

Game theory: Prisoners defecting (confessing) is best option. The difference 
between this prisoner’s dilemma and real life is that each party is likely able to signal 
the other through their actions as to their future actions and the game will be played 
many times (repeated game). In a repeated game a tit-for-tat strategy is best. The 
first move is cooperation and every subsequent move copied the previous move of 
the other player. 
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Lemons Markets: Used car sellers always have more knowledge about the cars 
than the buyers. This asymmetric info led buyers to compensate for the lack of 
transparency by decreasing the amount they would pay for the car. So sellers might 
not get a price representing the value of the car. As negotiators it is important to deal 
with the problems of a lemons market by obtaining independent verification of the 
quality of your good by an independent survey or industry body. Also by allowing a 
trial of your goods, bartering in the hope that the lemon’s effect will cancel out 
(unlikely) and if amelioration is not possible, by pricing a lemons discount into your 
projections (e.g. by lowering your target price). 

Mental models we make in our minds

• Adversarial/cooperative mental models: ?

• Cultural mental models: What cultural factors are framing the structure of the 
negotiation.

• Structure-based mental models: What is the structure of the negotiation? Is it 
highly structured where parties are defined, as are issues, and the rules that guide 
interaction between parties, where the modes of decision making are clear, 
routinised, accepted and so on. Or is it highly unstructured? Working within 
structures will render a more simple and agreeable outcome (less flexible). 
Unstructured will ensure a smoother process. Usually we are somewhere in the 
middle.

Week 4 The Social Psychology of influence

How Manipulation works

Classical conditioning: Pavlov’s Dog. A heuristic is a rule of thumb that our brains 
use to automatically respond to stimuli such as anchoring and adjustment or 
availability, demonstrated by turkey/polecat experiment (heuristic).

Auto-responses can be split into reasons and cues. When we hear a reason we 
increase our willingness to comply with a request even when the reason is bad. The 
cue to action is the word because. But cues can also exist in things like price. We 
tend to assume (heuristically) that a higher price infers higher quality. This means 
that in situations of uncertainty we can inflate the offer price and the other person will 
value it higher, will be anchored form the higher offer price and will adjust their 
valuation of the item from the offer amount. 

Conditioned responses: We have a conditioned reaction to discount coupons, 
which gives us a reason to buy, because it is a special and limited time deal. But we 
will buy more with a coupon even if we get no savings. A conditioned response 
requires a process of conditioning like Pavlov’s dog. 
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Reciprocity Effect

The reciprocation rule says we must repay our debts in kind. But this effect is not 
without limits. Debts fade with time. In negotiations beware of those bearing gifts. 
Beware if you use this technique, because if people find out, they will stop accepting 
anything from you as they will be afraid of having to pay an unwanted debt in return. 

Not so free samples: A sample given for free that aims at capitalising on the 
reciprocity rule. Happens in supermarkets where free samples are given out, 
followed by a request to buy. 

Unequal exchanges and uninvited debts: Soft drink/raffle ticket experiment. To 
relieve ourselves of the psychological burden we are willing to pay more than we 
really owe. Men buying women drinks example. 

Reciprocal concessions: Dinner ticket/chocolate bar example. It is a concession 
with the other players conscience. The subtext from the kid is in exchange fro 
making you feel better, I want you to buy my chocolate bar. 

Rejection-then-retreat: If you want X+Y, ask first for ABCDXY which will be rejected 
and then you can weed the offer down to what you originally wanted. Do not make 
the first offer too extreme. It is not a licence to harass your opponent, do not use this 
all the time, there are genuine attempts at generosity. 

Defenses: Defend yourself by seeing the favour as a trick. As once you call it a trick 
you will be more willing and able to reject it as a trick and not repay the debt incurred 
as a result of the trick. 

Commitment and consistency

Once we make a choice we will encounter personal or interpersonal pressure to 
behave consistently with that stand/commitment. The logic behind this is that once 
we have decided something it would be redundant to re-decide it every time we 
come back to it. We also dislike extra thinking (paradox of choice). 

Thinking aversion: People considering booking a flight to Fiji and then hearing an 
argument against going there (impending coup), they will book the flight straight 
away. Why? Because if they don’t, they have to worry about it later. People do not 
want to rethink. The question is how far will people go to avoid rethinking and how 
have social norms built to reflect this? In negotiations you can use a technique based 
on stressing that rethinking this deal after its already done is a waste of time etc. 

Foot in the door, then in the arse: Once your foot is in the door, getting Chinese 
soldiers to badmouth their country, the foot then goes into the arse until they become 
more and more committed. This is the negotiator’s war of attrition (Verschleiss) 
which can only be done with small clever steps. 
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Public commitment: Once you get your opponent to say their position in a big 
group negotiation it will be psychologically difficult for them to go back on that 
commitment. 

More effort heightens commitment: Scarf example in Asia.

Low balling: You book a hotel because of its low price, once you get there, they ask 
you to sit down, they give you a drink (reciprocity) and then they list other attributes 
the hotel has. Now they tell you there is a surcharge for linen (1/3 of the room cost). 
Research shows that even though the original reason that you wanted to go there 
was the low cost, the absence of that will have been replaced by new reasons to 
stay. In negotiations some may give an incentive that they don’t intend to go through 
with. But in many countries this is illegal. 

Special vulnerabilities: Older people are vulnerable to commitment and 
consistency as are people from individualist countries. Public commitment has more 
effect in collectivist countries. 

Defenses: Reconsider if you get a bad feeling.

Social Proof

The 3 elements and how they work: A (1)high quantity of people, who are 
(2)similar to you, doing something (3)frequently. This combination of three 
underlined variables has the greatest chance of making you try it quickly. 

Pluralistic ignorance: Example where man is lying on the floor clutching his gut, 
everyone walking by ignoring him, you will probably ignore him too. As the number of 
people who can help increases, the lower the responsibility one person will feel. 
Social proof only works in situations where real proof is absent. Yelling help for 
example is proof. 

Monkey see, monkey do/die: We take social cues from others, even where those 
cues are extreme. Suicide published in newspaper, increases people dying in plane 
crashes by 1000%. To avoid this you should check the people you are taking cues 
from are genuinely the people you want to take cues from and that they know what 
they are doing. Step back where possible and ask yourself why you are doing, what 
you are doing. Some negotiators bring people to agree with everything to strengthen 
social proof. 
Social pressure (and how it differs from social proof):

Liking Effect / halo effects

Halo effects are created when we are confronted by one trait of a person and we 
generalise that to them as representative of all of their traits. If a person is tall we see 
them as more intelligent, likeable and powerful. Halo effect can be triggered by the 
following:
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Physical attractiveness: We see good looking people as more talented, kind, 
honest and intelligent. They also get paid more and get better treatment in the legal 
system. They are more persuasive in changing a person’s opinion and they are more 
likely to get help when in need. 

Similarity: Make yourself similar to your fellow negotiators both in dress and 
interests. 

Compliments: We like flattery even when we know the flatterer has something to 
gain. 

Contact and cooperation: Contact or familiarity has a big effect. More contact 
breeds better feelings towards others. 

Reference points: Good/bad cop. If your reference point is the bad cop then 
anything nice said by the good cop will make you view the good cop’s offer much 
better than without the bad cop. 

Food: For negotiators with important points to make, going over those points with 
food is likely to increase compliance. 

Association: Semiotics can be exploited in a negotiation setting as cues. 

Anti-halos: The nature of bad news infects the teller in guilt by association. Assaults 
on weathermen for reporting bad weather. 

Obedience and Authority

Preconditions to obedience: When someone is in a position of authority we tend to 
focus on just that single piece of info, that authority knows best. This can be life 
threatening (doctors, nurses). Pretend authority is almost as good as real authority. 
What makes an authority figure an authority figure: Nowadays suits are less 
likely to be seen as authoritarian. 

Scarcity Effect

Competition and how it effects perceptions of scarcity: Auctions are a popular 
way of getting rivalry to heat up, where people get caught up in the competition and 
forget about the price and product and its value. Scarcity causes us to 
psychologically value things more. Especially under conditions of uncertainty. 

The supply rules: Quantity (pretending X is last item in stock or that you are out of 
stock but then checking and finding the last one); Time (Cookie experiment); 
Approval (parent’s disapproving of their child’s companion increases the romantic 
feelings of the child; Information (Negotiators giving information and then ‘realise’ it 
reveals something they don’t want revealed and take it away will have the 
information honed in on. Can be used in your advantage. 
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Week 5 Cognitive biases, heuristics, effects and errors

Escalation of commitment biases

It is possible for people who have suffered a past lost to further invest in a project 
which can result in a cycle of escalating commitment, people send good money after 
bad. This results in managers putting more into an investment when given news that 
it is failing. One possible reason is that those managers are not looking forward as to 
what is the best future investment, but they are looking backwards as to what is the 
biggest and thus most important investment (sunk cost). Or it could be due to 
gambler’s fallacy, thinking that I’ve gotten bad luck after bad luck it must be time for 
good luck. Or it could be due to commitment and consistency effect, where people 
act consistently with their past investment choices. Or it could be due to misaligned 
incentives and agency costs between the firm and its managers, where the 
managers need to look successful and cannot have bad projects, so they divert 
money from good projects into bad ones to get a spotless record. 

Psychological conditions that will make you or your negotiation opponent more/less 
likely to irrationally escalate commitment

Professional training in economics as well as a higher amount of managerial 
accounting training in university tends to decrease escalation.

Increased professional experience as well as accountability (expecting one might 
need to justify their decisions later on) are not shown to decrease escalation. 

Explicitly estimating future return decreases it. When people fail to set a budget or 
cannot track expenses the bias is strengthened/activated. 

The illusion of control

People tend to overestimate their chances of success because they think they have 
more control than they do. They either overestimate their control or they think they 
have control over something they do not have control over. 

Confirmation bias

People tend to accept any information that confirms their initial hypothesis regardless 
of the quality of that data, or whether or not is objectively supports their view. People 
reject information that conflicts with their view. 

• Attitude polarisation: People of different opinions are exposed to the same 
evidence which pushes their views even more to their respective extremes. If the 
new information disagrees with their views it is reactively devalued (how an offer is 
perceived depends on who makes it) and seen as proof that the other arguments 
are invalid. 

• Belief perseverance: Beliefs continue even after the people who hold those 
beliefs are shown that the evidence those beliefs are based on is ill-founded. 
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Counterfactual thinking (how to debias this effect): You ask someone not just 
what their odds are of getting x but also their odds of not getting x. 

The planning fallacy

The tendency to underestimate how long something will take, its risk and its 
associated cost. It leads to people underestimating cost and overestimating benefits. 
But when estimating tasks of others people are pessimistic. Analogy based 
reasoning can counteract this. 

The house money effect: People tend to gamble more with money they did not 
earn. It teaches students that not all cash is the same subjectively, even if it is 
objectively. 

Self-serving bias

People internalise success and externalise failure. Organisations tend to study their 
successes more than their failures. 

The curse of knowledge

If you know an events outcome it will limit your ability to empathise with another’s 
reasoning about that event. This effect cannot be de-biased by either asking 
participants to work hard, increasing accountability or warning them of the bias. 

Hindsight bias

People tend to think outcomes are more improbable before they occur, and then 
overestimate the likelihood of their occurrence after they occur. Counterfactual 
reasoning does not work in hindsight bias. 

Reasons effect in valuations 

Investors think investment outcomes are more probable when they can think of more 
reasons that those outcomes should occur and (worringly) financial accounting 
information only mildly moderates those predictions. The lesson is to make sure that 
your negotiation opponent has many reasons to support them accepting your 
position, and few reasons to support their own position as this is shown to increase 
compliance, more than the hard financial facts. 

Correlation

If people remember two events having occurred in the past, they over-rate the 
likelihood of them occurring together again in the future.

Debiasing and removing the preconditions for all the above
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Debiasing is quite hit and miss and in many situations there is no known debiasing 
mechanism. In order not to be affected by biases the only thing you can do is to 
avoid the circumstances that bring them about. 

Week 6 Group Dynamics

Principal –agent relationship: A principal hires an agent, the principal then instructs 
the agent as to what the principal want the agent to do on their behalf, and the agent 
is required to carry out those instructions. By law the agent may not take a secret 
profit from his principal, he must declare what he makes when dealing on his 
principal’s behalf. Moreover, the agent cannot have a conflict of interest with his 
principal. This is because the agent owes a fiduciary duty to his principal (doctor- 
patient, employee-employer).

Fiduciary duty: Agent being under the obligation not to promote his personal 
interest by making or pursuing a gain in circumstances in which there is a conflict or 
a real or substantial possibility of a conflict between his personal interests and those 
of the persons whom he is bound to protect. 

Monolithic (single unit) and non-monolithic

Is there anyone else pressuring the person I am negotiating with? Next you need to 
find out who they are, what their interests are etc. They can be superiors, 
subordinates, interested parties etc. Non-monolithic entities may have ratification 
problems where the negotiator cannot make the final decision (US president cannot 
force Congress to vote to go to war).

Problems facing groups

Voting rules: Majority voting tends to ignore minorities and does not take into 
account the strength of individual preferences. Special majorities (2/3 required to 
adopt a decision) tend to ignore minorities less, but they also ignore the strength of 
individual preferences. The unanimity rule (100% must vote yes) encourages 
creative solutions and pie expansion to cater to the needs of all members, but it is 
gives minorities extraordinary power and does not account for the strength of 
individual preferences. 

Priority voting: Way to get around problem of ignored individual preference 
strength. 10 parties voting over 10 issues get 100 votes, if they only care about issue 
A they can spend all 100 votes on issue A. This can give great power to minorities, 
but coalitions have majority power they can use their combined voting points to vote 
competitively with their minorities. 

Confirmation bias: Covered in previous lectures
Curse of knowledge: Covered in previous lectures

Agreement bias: After a long negotiation people just want to agree on something. If 
that something is not above your reserve price, do not agree to it!
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Filibusters: They can undermine the negotiation as they want no outcome to come 
to pass, but pretend that they want the outcome. Especially dangerous in secret or 
unanimity voting. 

Conformity effect: Those who are in your immediate thinking space will influence 
even your most important opinions and decisions (judge example). Also 
demonstrated by social proof. 

Sequential bargaining: Only looking at one issue at a time can be pie shrinking and 
can limit the presence of integrative and compatible potential, packages should be 
discussed instead. 

Unaccountable agents: They tend to make higher demands (anchoring) and are 
tougher bargainers as well as being less compromising, which could lead to 
positional bargaining. They also consider relevant information and alternatives more 
carefully and they are less affected by heuristics when processing information. 

Common information bias: Teams shy away from considering info known to only 
part of the team and focus on info known by all of the team. 
In-group/out-group problems (and bias): Thinking that your in-group is smarter, 
morally superior, more just etc. Being more hostile to out-groups and devaluate their 
opinion, this effect can be decreased by having more contact with the other group.

Naïve realism: Most people believe that others share their world view they thus tend 
to try dissuading others with evidence. When that fails they get frustrated and 
denounce the other side as extremists. 

Techniques and strategies for group situations

Logrolling: One group member gives to another group member and receives 
something from yet another member. 

Private caucusing: Ask for a private chat with someone in the group who has 
similar opinions. 

Private but public communication: Husband and wife using words and gestures in 
front of seller only they understand. 

Priority matrix: Good idea to establish priority matrix of all parties. Matrix gives 
every party 100 votes and requires you to figure out how they/you will split it. Helps 
to figure out what issues you can give in on and which ones you should insist on. 

Brainstorming: Widely misused. It involves 6 important elements which greatly 
increase the realisation of the integrative and compatible potential in negotiation. 

Elements: Brainstormer should contribute as many options as they can think of, 
making those options as varied as possible. There should not be any criticism, 
insane out of the box ideas are welcomed, quantity is more important than quality, 
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combination and improvement of ideas are vital, no ownership of ideas. Then you 
can start weeding the good from the bad ideas. 

Role assignment: Giving each person a role and making it rotational between 
sessions, keeps structure in the negotiation and keeps everyone involved (time 
keeper, process managers etc.). Roles can also be useful in the promotion and 
sharing of ideas (6 thinking hats).

• Six thinking hats: 
• White (known or needed info),
• Red (feelings, hunches), 
• Black (devil’s advocate), 
• Yellow (enthusiasm and optimism), 
• Green (creativity, alternative and new ideas), 
• Blue (thinking process). 

Avalanching: Try to get agreement on something and then use this as starting block 
for more yeses. Do not reject other’s ideas by saying no, I think or yes, but say yes 
as it shows that you are taking on their ideas and building on it, rather than pointing 
out its inadequacies or rejecting it. 

Third party proposers: Get an agent to propose a possible solution that they can 
recommend to the client/principal (you). This is face saving and lets you test the 
waters. This will counter reactive devaluation. 

Incentive alignment: Strategise on how to align your preferences with agent when 
negotiating an agency contract (see page 195 for examples).

Good-cop/bad-cop: Can be quite effective at getting agreement. 

Generally using a team increases integrative/pie expanding potential in a negotiation 
and there is limited evidence to support the assumption that teams outperform solos 
on distributive issues. 

The GRIT model (Gradual reduction in tension): Encourages parties to establish/
signal rules, increase reciprocity and with those build trust and create alternatives to 
a conflict-outcome. First announce your general intentions to deescalate conflict, in 
line with game-theoretic reasoning you should also signal your intention to make a 
specific initial concession. You then need to carry out that concession as 
transparently and publicly as possible. Wait for reciprocity and invite it. Sometimes 
additional concession is required to allay suspicion and scepticism. When the other 
party then makes reciprocal concessions you should match them and invite further 
concession. Be ready willing, and able to match any negative reaction they have (in 
line with tit-for-tat strategy). 

Groupthink: Group members trying to reach consensus rather than find accurate 
knowledge or make appropriate decisions. The following preconditions are 
necessary: Group is highly cohesive, stressed group or fear of external threat, group 
closed to outside views and opinions, group does not have systematic means to 
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evaluate the alternatives, and the group has a strong leader. As a result the group 
discounts outside viewpoints (reactive devaluation), stereotypes opponents (in-
group, out-group), and individual members do not express doubts creating an illusion 
of unanimity. Outcomes are scant consideration of alternatives, their own objectives, 
the risk of their choices, the morality of their choices. 

A myriad of psychological effects act to keep groups together once they form, such 
as difficulty getting in (barriers to entry) and difficulty getting out (barriers to exit), 
sunk costs, loss aversion, commitment and consistency effect etc. 

It is important to ensure groups are founded on the right preconditions and are used 
to generate pie expanding goals wherever possible. You also need to create agency 
agreement with the right incentives and build in the right accountability mechanisms. 

Class Notes

Fundamentals: offer, acceptance and consideration
A counteroffer cancels any offers currently on the table i.e. makes them not capable 
of being accepted
Implied terms e.g. deceptive and misleading contracts (Lecture 11), equitable rule 
against penalties etcetera 
Unconscionable conduct 
Standard contracts
Sale of business

Dunlop sells to Dew who sells to Selfridge. Dunlop contracts with Dew that no tyres 
can be sold under $x and makes Dew promise to seek that assurance from those 
who Dew sells to. Dew sells to Selfridge and obtains that promise from Selfridge. 
Selfridge sells below $x. Dunlop sues Selfridge. No consideration has flowed 
between Dunlop and Selfridge, accordingly no contract is formed between the two 
and thus the promise not to sell below $x is not enforcable between them. It could be 
enforced by Dew against Selfridge, but Dew did not sue (Dunlop sued).

Week 7 Logic and Creativity

Logic

Fundamental elements of logic: Evidence (facts), assumption (take place of evidence 
where you don’t have or don’t want to use evidence), conclusion (evidence and 
assumption combined). 

C=E+A
E=C-A
A=C-E

The equation must balance, if it does not there is a logical problem. Also the person 
you are negotiating with might fill in the wrong assumption/evidence to satisfy your 
conclusion or might reject your argument as nonsense if you don’t balance. 
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Enthymematic argument: The extra step in logic is obvious to the person who 
makes the initial statement but is not always obvious to the reader. 

If you give people many sensical (thought not necessarily good) reasons to accept 
one proposition or another, they are more likely to judge your version of events more 
favourable. 

Different types of arguments

Deductive reasoning: As longs as you accept the premise (evidence and/or 
assumption) you must also accept the conclusion. There is no wiggle room. All 
human are mortal, Socrates is a human ergo Socrates is mortal. 

Inductive reasoning: Conclusion follows premise. All flamingos observed are pink 
ergo all flamingos are pink. 

Disjunctive syllogism: A logical argument of the form that if there are only two 
possibilities, and one of them is ruled out, then the other must take place.

A logically sound argument can only be thought by attacking its premise and not its 
conclusion. As undermining the premise will automatically make the conclusion 
unsound. But when a conclusion is unsupported by appropriate evidence and/or 
assumptions you can attack that soundness of the conclusion directly.

Stupid arguments

Equivocation: Using a word in more than one sense. Man is the only rational being, 
no woman is a man. Ergo no woman is rational. 

Circular reasoning: A is true because b is true and vice versa. Religions often use 
this. Example, text A say god X exists and what text a says is true because it is the 
word of god x. 

Ad Hominem argument: Attacking the person and not their argument. A is an idiot 
you cannot believe anything he says. 

Generalisations and stereotypes: Often used when they are unwarranted, 
generally in an ad hominem-like argument. Especially in cross cultural negotiation. 

Fallacy of composition: A computer is made of metal and if you hit metal with your 
fist it does not break, ergo if you hit the computer it won’t break. What is true of the 
parts of the whole is not necessarily true of the whole. 

Non sequitur: E+A does not lead to C and sometimes leads to the opposite result. 

Creativity

Convergent thinking: Covered in logic section
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Divergent thinking: Form of imaginative thinking which generates many ideas and 
solutions. Strongly related to creativity. 

Ideation: Subset of divergent thinking, which requires that you suspend judgement, 
focus on generating a large number of ideas and not on generating high quality 
ideas. You also need to take time to think ideas through, you should just put your 
ideas on the page as they come to you and keep ideating. But unlike brainstorming 
you should do it by yourself and don’t pick similar ideas. Try and make your ideas as 
different as possible. Ideas do not necessarily be usable but they should not build on 
each other (brick example, p. 230). Ideation helps to find new issues that are 
integrative and compatible. You could say that engaging in ideation is necessary 
before any negotiation, unless it is completely distributive. 

Triggering divergence

Role play, channel another person with different views. Put on thinking hats. Think 
what are all the bad ideas, we come up with bad ideas easier than good ones but 
once we get our brains flowing with ideas then we are far more likely to come up with 
some new innovative ideas. Ask a fool as they are thought provoking and often have 
very different perspectives. Look around for inspiration. Use word play, mind map, 
zoom out and look at problem from above, visualise solutions or the problem. Ask 
yourself what you would do with unlimited resources. Rearrange the information 
upon which you will make the decision. Learn from analogous situations. 

How to engage in analogous reasoning

Generating multiple analogies that are remote from one another is desirable in 
achieving better outcomes in decision making. Methods by which you can generate 
such analogies are the following.

Reference class forecasting: Find a reference class of similar problems that are 
not biased. Find the historical distribution of outcomes for that reference class. Make 
an intuitive estimate based on your own specialised knowledge of the particular case 
of the relevant outcome under consideration. Assess the predictability of the 
outcome, being careful not to be taken in by hindsight bias, curse of knowledge or 
availability heuristic. Compare and contrast the intuitive estimate with the statistical 
estimates and correct intuitive estimates’ errors. Neat combination of inside and 
outside view. 

Case-based decisions: Define the focal problem, find a reference class of similar 
cases from memory or research. Deconstruct the focal problem and the similar 
cases in order to find underlying similarities. Weight those similarities and use the 
weighted similarities to come to a decision or an estimate, based on whichever 
option/action has had the best outcome in the similar cases (similar to decision 
matrix).

Combining logic and creativity in negotiation: Define the problem, break it down 
into all of its logical elements in a mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive 
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fashion. You can either focus on increasing revenue or decreasing cost or a 
combination. 

Example
A: Price of buying the beans from the wholesaler, which can be further broken down 
into, price of growing the beans, price of distribution, profit of margin of grower, cost 
of wholesaler acquiring beans, cost of wholesaler selling and distributing the beans, 
profit margin of wholesaler. 

B: Additional costs in bean selling for supermarket A which can be broken down into 
cost of acquiring the beans, cost of selling and distributing the beans.
C: Overhead costs for the grower, wholesaler and supermarket A which we will 
exclude from further analysis. 

Next brainstorm or ideate methods by which you can decrease the cost of buying the 
beans. Some will be logical others will be creative, keep doing this until you have 
many ideas. Then pick some promising ideas and develop them (research, 
experiment etc). Next put the options you picked into a table and rank each option in 
order. You can also weight these options by your priorities. Finally pick the best 
option and maybe do a reality check, whether it is truly the best option, using 
analogies or another method. 

Lecture 8 Parachutes, problems and tricks

Four-prong dirty trick avoidance technique

Negotiators can reduce the chance that dirty tricks are used against them by not 
engaging in those tactics themselves (think reputation and reciprocity). Or they can 
establish rules of the game and set expectations (what you will accept and what not) 
and openly ask for your opponent to add items to the list (think changing mental 
models and establishing trust). In getting to yes it says that there are three steps in 
negotiating the rules of the game where the other side seems to be using a tricky 
tactic: recognize the tactic, raise the issue explicitly, and question the tactic’s 
legitimacy and desirability-negotiate over it. You can also point out tactics when they 
are used and state that you will not tolerate them, don’t make it personal. In getting 
to yes a tactic is to accidently spill coffee on your opponent and thus make them feel 
uncomfortable this can be counter-acted by saying: shall we alternate spilling coffee 
on each other day by day? In some cultures they are not dirty tricks but the norm you 
have to be culturally sensitive and don’t have your mental models too fixed and 
inflexible. 
The canonical tricks
Phony/ambiguous facts: We only use pure cotton, this is a real pearl. This can be 
counter acted by devaluing the good in line with lemon market theory and have a 
way to test the good is authentic (bite the pearl as real ones won’t dent). You can 
also ask for test results and/or independent verification. 

Higher authority: Sounds great I’ll just run it by my manager, I am sorry my 
manager won’t allow it. This gives the negotiator an out and once they have agreed 
something with you and know they are close to your reserve they can get the 
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manager to come in and push for just that much more by reopening the negotiation. 
The best defence is to ask before who needs to sign off on this for it to be done? Or 
you can say that we agreed what we agreed and I am not going back on my word 
and I hope you are not going back on your word, this makes it about themselves 
(think commitment and consistency). You can also fight fire with fire by saying if you 
want a higher price then I want...

In case that you will not have an ongoing relationship you can threaten to use social 
media to trash their reputation, leverage their commitment and consistency effect to 
call them out as flaky or fake an emotional reaction (anger/disgust). Reactions will 
vary by culture. 

Throw it in commitment and consistency trick: Backdoor commitment and 
consistency effect: If it get this airfare can you throw in x nights in this hotel? It’s 
about getting them to increase their commitments in line with previous commitments 
in a manner that is unfavourable to them but favourable to you. The trick is to not 
agree to this unless you would have anyway. 

Ad hominem arguments: I wouldn’t listen to him, now young man, what I am trying 
to say. This is a personal attack instead of an attack on the underlying logic. You 
have to shut this down. How would you like it if I called you old woman and then 
made my argument based on your gender and age? If you want to negotiate the 
issues at hand fine but if this negotiation is about my age and sex we have nothing to 
negotiate over. Are you happy to move forward without mentioning my physical 
characteristics again? You have to seem offended. After this they will try to make a 
concession with their conscience, now is a good time to ask for something but don’t 
make the link too obvious. 

Unnecessary stretches: Some negotiators try to drag out negotiations as long as 
possible especially in legal ones. It’s best to just commence proceedings in court in 
this case and make it clear to the court that you tried to resolve things but that the 
other side was being obstructionist. Unfortunately the reason why this tactic works is 
because going to court is so costly so sometimes there is no good defence against 
this and your best defence is to taker or improve your BATNA. 

Bluffing: Response to bluffing is to call on your own higher authority (manager) and 
ask for an independent inspection.

Bribes, threats: I will leak this to the media what are you going to do? Defence: Talk 
about counter-threats and then say if they want to move forward by discussing 
mutual interests or seeing who has the most compelling threats. Or you can say if 
you leak information to the media how will we ever feel secure giving you information 
you request from us in the future? Or you can say my reputation is built on 
responding to merits and never to threats. If we move back to the issue were talking 
about. And your legal case must be very weak if you have to retort to threats. 
Coalitions: See Lecture 6

Notions of fairness: See Lecture 1
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Good cop / Bad cop: Very effective, best way to react is to call them out on it and 
tell them you will wait outside while they sort out their differences. 

Intimidation: Call it out, state what it is trying to achieve and denounce it. Then 
move into safe territory (topic you know more about). Put your game face on don’t let 
them see you’re nervous. 

Walking away: If you walk away you close down your opportunities to for mutual 
gain. If the other side does it you can say let’s move past this and give them an out 
that lets them save face. Do not give a concession as that is rewarding bad 
behaviour. 

Take it or leave it: Ignore it and do not leverage a commitment and consistency 
effect, keep on talking as if it never happened. 

Low balling: See Lecture 4

Fake priorities: Pretending that something is important to you when it’s not in the 
hope you will get concessions for what is really important. Defence: Ask them why is 
it important? Research situation with third parties.

Commitment and consistency’s foot in the door and then in the arse: See Lecture 4

Chicken: Ignore it and give them an out to save face or try the yes and technique 
(Lecture 6). 

I want it now demands: I want the money now or the deal is off. Ask why, leverage 
the fact that it is worth a lot to them to get more on another issue, ignore it. 

Ultimatums: If you cannot get the computer system installed by the weekend you 
are fired. For one you can run through it with them and demonstrate how long it will 
take and suggest alternatives (hire more staff, install less computers) or you can say 
I can’t do it should I quit now or should we figure out how to install it as quickly as 
possible? Or you say sure, can you please explain how it can be done?

Double ultimatums: If we cannot agree, defence spending will be slashed, angering 
Republicans and welfare spending will be slashed angering Democrats. Way out: 
surrender of both parties through agreement or both parties reneging on their 
ultimatum which makes it obsolete. 

Backtracking: I know we agreed to paint your house but you since you want the 
windows painted too this will incur additional cost. Defence: Reach for the contract, 
point to the paint my house part and say if you don’t want to do the windows we don’t 
have a deal, or say if you want more money I want an extra coat of paint. Or 
leverage commitment and consistency. 

Complexity: Making contracts so complex that no one can understand them. 
Defence: I won’t sign something I cannot read, let’s work on making a simpler 
contract. 
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Pretend inflation: Get proof and/or leverage commitment/consistency, we had a 
deal. 

Price matching: I know you saw the product cheaper at that place but mine is better 
quality. Get a sample and test it in front of them. 

Below my cost price: Ignore it and carry on. 

Sample v real dilemma: Sample is not the same as product, in Australia and New 
Zealand this is illegal but making contingencies clear in your contract is a good idea. 

Refusal to negotiate: Try and figure out why they will not negotiate, and try and 
explain what some integrative or compatible issues might be. Bring in third parties 
that might help expanding the pie or try log rolling. 

Lock-in tactics: We will not agree unless we get more than a 7% pay rise for all 
Union members. You can respond by joking, saying I heard your goal mine is a bit 
different would you like to hear what it is? Or you say I can only sell management 
pay rises that are based on facts and figures. 

Ambiguous authority: I feel we are almost there, I will sleep on it and tell you 
tomorrow if I agree before I take further steps on my end. In the meantime you take it 
to your boss and get approval. Now you need to identify who can make the final 
decision to sign off. Identify what is and is not decided and estimate how long there 
is to go. Ask why they are not taking their agreement to their boss yet, seeing as they 
are asking you to do that. 

Social proof, social pressure or conformity: The use of confederates agreeing 
with the one who is applying dirty tricks. Defence: Focus on objective facts and 
figures (replace social proof with real proof), create multidimensionality (Lecture 13), 
create multiple levels of conflict between confederates (13). Build your own social 
pressure by bringing in those who agree with you. 

Leverage liking: Lecture 4

Offering unenforceable contractual terms as security: No worries if I breach the 
contract I will be penalised. Point out that this is not enforceable and refuse to 
negotiate on the basis of it. 

Cross-cultural negotiation tricks

What may be a trick in one culture may not be one in another culture. Brazilians are 
the most likely to use phony facts and other deceptive strategies. 

Dubious intentions: We are on track to have your new phone built soon. All the 
factories are readying as we speak. Ground rules have to be set here (assists in 
building trust). One is full disclosure on your partner’s progress in implementing the 
negotiated outcome. Get a definition of what soon is and what readying means. In 
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cultures like China and Japan you need to find a way of them telling you it is not 
going according to plan without them losing face. 
Skyfall demands: They say no to settle the dispute at 200,000 and they say no 
190,000 you reject that and they say 50,000 and refuse to move (common in Asia). 
Call their bluff and commence proceedings in court, or ignore their offer and continue 
as it never happened, try to leverage commitment/consistency. Or try to push it back 
up to their last offer 190,000. 

Escalation of demands: More issues (which are more demands in reality) are 
added as negotiation progresses. Call it out, add your own new demands and issues 
and exact a price for them, limit demands you are willing to negotiate over in the 
hope of removing new demands. 

Exploitation of culture (yours and theirs): Example: Two Asian students in Asia 
will come up to a tourist (from a helpful nation, that demonstrated gentlemanly 
values) they will say they are trying to practice their English and ask if you want 
some tea. They will take to an expensive teahouse and ask you to pay or ask to split 
the bill so the female student does not have to pay. Call it out and only pay for your 
drink, refuse to pay or ask to call the police for advise they are then likely to offer a 
reasonable price. 

The ‘sorry, my boss.. line: I would but my boss will never agree. Ask to speak to 
the boss, rules for people from communist countries might be stricter. 

Devious dilatory tactics: They wait until the eleventh hour and then continue their 
dilatory tactics. Call it out and say it will not be tolerated. Set up deadlines and 
negotiate about what to do if they are breached. 

Language warfare: Tell them it makes you uncomfortable if they speak with their 
partner in another language in front of you (you can’t do the same thing) set up the 
role that either party has to leave the room if they want to caucus. 

Changing currencies (equivocation): Refuse to pay at anything but interbank rates 
or leverage commitment and consistency to make payment in USD and have it 
converted into their currency when it lands into their bank account. 

Situational constraints: Rooms that are too hot or cold, too many opponents, lots 
of touching etc. Get rid of constraint as soon as possible. 

Extreme concessions/demands: Brazilians tend to do this. When in Rome do as 
Romans do. 

Personal/gender tactics: Japanese negotiators prefer to negotiate with men.

Lecture 9 Culture, human nature, emotion and individual 
difference

The interrelationship of human nature, personality and culture: People are a 
mixture of three fundamental elements, their own personality, their culture and their 
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human nature. The interrelationship between these elements differs between people 
and cultures, as does the extent of their relevance. For example, collectivist cultures 
allow less personality to shine through than individualist cultures, because 
adherence to the collective and the collective’s traits is ranked highly by those 
cultures, far higher than in individualist countries. 

Personality: A person who hates Asians, a person who loves animals

Objective culture (material culture): Physically tangible such as art, music, food, 
fashion. 
Subjective culture: Attitudes and values shared by a group, it is manifested in the 
intangible. The way people act, think and relate to each other. Low context culture 
people have lengthy contracts. 

Human nature

Shared in common with all people, it is universal and inherited by all. Culture is 
learned and specific to a group. Personality has some elements of inherentness and 
some elements of being learned and is specific to each individual.

Max-Neef’s typology: Check page 313. Criticism: It is controversial to say that 
freedom is a fundamental need especially in terms of equal rights. But he admits that 
these needs are not always fulfilled. 

Maslow’s hierarchy: Physiological needs (eat and sleep), safety and security, 
belongingness and love needs, esteem needs, cognitive needs, aesthetic needs, self 
actualisation. Criticism we are more alike than Maslow states. Many critics say that it 
is wrong to list self actualisation as the highest and least attained need to collectivist 
cultures. Because those cultures value the collective more so the highest need 
should be collectivist based. They don’t like his description of self actualisation as 
un-needing of approval of others. 

For negotiations this is important. If you truly want to satisfy people’s interests you 
must first understand their interests and underlying needs and how these may differ 
culture-by-culture and person-by-person. If basic needs are not fulfilled all the higher 
up needs are less important. 

Culture

Hofstede’s five cultural dimensions: Hofstede studied IBM employees from 
different countries. By studying one company he kept company culture as consistent 
as possible but he studied only a small (well-paid and educated) subset of a 
country’s greater population. Power distance is the extent to which less powerful 
members of institutions and organisations within a country expect and accept that 
power is distributed unevenly. In high power distance countries bosses are treated 
with respect. You cannot send a young negotiator. Individualism versus 
collectivism, people from individualist countries are loosely linked through groups 
and view themselves as independent form those groups. People from collectivist 
countries define themselves through the group and they are motivated by norms, 
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duties and obligations. Negotiating with them means not only do you have to 
convince them but also their group. Uncertainty avoidance is the extent to which 
members of a culture feel threatened by uncertain or unknown situations, this will 
affect how you structure deals. (high Greece, middle Australia, low Singapore). 
Masculinity versus femininity, masculine culture have clearly defined gender roles. 
Time orientation was later added it can refer to the time perception people have in 
keeping appointments. In America time is money and a 1 hour appointment is a 
1hour appointment. In Saudi Arabia you may be kept waiting. 

Trompeenar’s four cultural dimensions: Universalism versus particularism in 
universalistic countries people tend to see virtues such as goodness or truth as 
applicable equally to all situations. Driving through a red light is the same whether or 
not there are any cars and whether or not it’s a friend or stranger driving the car. 
People in particularist countries see these as situationally dependable. Don’t anchor 
yourself on the honesty experienced in one situation and generalise that experience 
to all situations. It is acceptable for them if a family member drives through a red light 
but not for a stranger. Australia and Switzerland are universalist countries meaning 
long contracts state the obligations on parties, their rights and responsibilities. So 
they are referred to in times of dispute. In China and Latin America on the other hand 
contracts are not often referred to and they reflect more of an initial agreement. How 
the parties interact with each other in the future is situation dependent and not 
dependent on what is right/wrong set out by the initial agreement. Netural v. 
affective, in neutral countries (Japan) people control their emotions and do not let it 
control their negotiations unlike in Greece and Egypt. Affectives take a lack of 
emotion as boredom or disinterest and neutrals thinks display of emotion means that 
the other party has made up their mind. Affectives should thus try to get things on 
paper before they discuss them and neutrals should be prepared to discuss their 
emotions and their feelings towards the other person. Specific v. diffuse, in diffuse 
cultures (China, Kenya) there is not much of a difference between private and public 
space and private and public life. This means that junior negotiators from specific 
cultures need to be highly respectful of their senior counterparts even if they are just 
out for a drink and diffuse negotiators need to tone down overt showiness of 
qualifications where that is not relevant to the negotiation. Achievement v. ascription, 
in achievement countries (US, Norway) the best person gets the job, in ascription 
based countries (Nepal, Egypt) personal ties can define promotions. Negotiators 
from ascription countries thus care more about the influence than the ability of their 
counterparts. Achievers get frustrated at the incompetence of their counterparts. Do 
not show your counterparts up as stupid and talk about your own influence as well as 
acknowledge their influence. Ascription cultures should keep their titles to 
themselves and maybe bring a competent employee with them or show their 
competencey. 

Hall’s High vs Low context cultural dimension: In high context cultures (Japan) 
contracts can be made with all conditions in place with the shake of a hand. In low 
contexts cultures (Switzerland, US) contracts are dense with every possibility 
contemplated. Communications in high context cultures can have implied meanings 
(read between the lines) while in low context culture little is left unsaid. 
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Triandis’ tightness v looseness dimension: In tight cultures social norms are 
enforced (Japan). In loose cultures (Britain) deviation from social norms is accepted 
and less enforced. 

Shortcomings of frameworks of culture: Differences cannot always be expressed 
in frameworks (never touch a Malay on the head as the soul resides there, and never 
use your left in Islamic culture etc). Specifics have to be appreciated as well. 

Fundamental attribution error: Tendency to predict that people with certain 
dispositions will act in certain ways. This can render a negotiation unproductive and 
offensive. 

Personality

Freud’s iceberg/tripartite theory/psychodynamic theory: Consists of id (primitive 
and instinctive part of personality which tells us what we want as there was nothing 
to stop us), ego (balancing force between what we want, id, and what we believe 
society wants, superego) and superego (perception of moral conscience of society, 
moderating our action based on what society deems acceptable). Freud claimed that 
most of these three elements sat in our preconscious (just beneath surface of 
awareness) or in our unconscious. Only a small part of ego and even smaller part of 
superego are conscious. The below the surface elements show themselves in 
dreams or slips of the tongue. But most psychologist no longer believe what Freud 
said which is that unconscious or preconscious forces can have dramatic influence 
on overt behaviour. 

Freud’s typology of defence mechanisms: An emotion often felt in negotiations is 
anxiety, if it becomes intense, negotiators might resort to defence mechanisms. They 
differ depending on their personality and circumstances. Projection of your fault 
onto another person (you never listen, you don’t trust me). Denial especially denial 
of conflict is something they do because they feel that they cannot deal with the 
existence of conflict. So they ignore it until it builds up to a point that is 
unrepressable. At this point it is too late to fix anything. Displacement is where you 
direct your feelings for x at y. A negotiator who is angry at how the negotiation is 
going, yells at this wife. Avoidance of conflict occurs when you are fully aware of the 
conflict but don’t want to engage with it (it’s been a long day let’s talk about it another 
time, this is not the right time). Selfish escalation is where people who only care 
about themselves become very emotional conveying to their counterparts that the 
issues are of life-or-death importance. This makes the other person think your needs 
are the most urgent and need the highest priority. Imitation is where person x 
imitates person y to the point where it annoys them. Counterphobic tendencies is 
when people hide their anxiety about a negotiation by acting macho or aggressive. 
Peripheral issue aggrandisement and intellectual alisation occurs when people 
suppress their emotional reaction and instead focus on a conflict intellectually, they 
nitpick the small unimportant parts and ignoring the central issues. 

Note how to disarm defence mechanisms: Becoming annoyed or angry with your 
counterparts will make their defence mechanisms stronger as they are caused by 
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anxiety. Instead go to the balcony let everyone take a breath or go to dinner to let 
everyone relax and build trust. 

The behavioural school of learning: External/environmental stimuli shapes 
behaviour according to Skinner. An electric shock when the animal would go to one 
part of the cage would build fear about going to that place. But if this happened with 
many places the mouse might become timid about going to new places. But good 
feedback can reinforce actions. If you are negotiating against an insurance agent 
who does not like going to court cause it always costs too much money, you can take 
advantage and get him to settle for less. 

Emotion use in negotiation

Neutral/rational: Negotiators conceal or repress emotion. They tend to emphasise 
fairness norms in distributive bargaining. In integrative situations they stress a 
systematic analysis of interests. 
Positive: They try to create a positive emotion in the other party and thus creating 
trust. In distributive situations they resort to compromise and in integrative situations 
their positivity increases creativity at the table. 
Negative: Negotiators use their emotions to control or intimidate the other party, 
often seen as tough using threats. 

The tough negotiator would often fair the worst because opponents would often 
make more extreme demands in anticipation of extreme and tough demands back. 
Real anger can decrease negotiation performance while feigned anger can increase 
it because your opponent tends to think that you are near your reservation point, 
feigner anger works best when your opponent has a weak BATNA. Guilt get the least 
concessions while disappointment and worry get the most. 

Lecture Notes Logic and Creativity, Ideation

1 Step: Define problem as narrowly as you can
2 Step: Collect a wealth of information 
3 Step: Ideation (individual), generating idea upon idea, brainstorm (group) it is more 
about generating bad ideas than good ones, judgment filters out creativity, quantity 
not quality is important, creativity has to come before logic. 
4 Step: Pick promising ideas and start to improve them, settle on a few, go out and 
test them or if you can’t test them do a decision matrix

Week 10 Enforcement mechanisms

Enforcement mechanisms 

Avoidance of the law: To negotiate out of the law a company needs to be important 
strategically or symbolically and must retain these characteristics to retain its 
exemption status. Alternatively the company can opt for foreign arbitration or foreign 
courts to settle their disputes. They can also choose a foreign law to apply in those 
dispute resolution mechanisms. Both can be done by inserting a clause saying as 
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much in the parties’ contract or otherwise coming to a binding agreement saying the 
same. 
Strategically important: The Carrefour supermarket came to China illegally in 1995 
and by 2011 they were recognised as China’s most successful foreign retailer. When 
China took action against them the company had bought over $1.3 billion in local 
goods. They were stopped from opening new supermarkets for a few months but 
after that the government let them continue their expansion with a mandated 
minimum JV size of 65% Carrefour owned which was more favourable than 
ordinarily allowed. This was because many Chinese people relied on them for 
employment, grocery stock buyer and consumers as supermarkets with reliable 
produce is rare in China. 

Staying strategically important: Companies only get good treatment whilst they 
remain useful. Adidas employed over 3000 Chinese people and was given lots of 
concessions until the day the government decided that they were no longer 
strategically important, as a result profits declined. 

Symbolically important: Microsoft found itself in the same position as Adidas it was 
big but not big enough to be strategically important and the government was turning 
a blind eye to the piracy of Microsoft products. Microsoft decided to make a symbolic 
gesture by making China its largest R&D base outside of America. This was 
important because China regards innovation highly. 

Being strategically and symbolically important is not enough you still must negotiate 
contractual terms as to what rights and what obligations under what legal system will 
apply to your relationship. The following are the two methods of doing this.

Foreign law clause: Allows a company to specify which body of law is used when 
deciding legal disputes

Foreign jurisdiction clause: Allows the company to specify which court/arbiter in 
which country can hear the dispute. 

Caveats: Local courts will probably only apply substantive (creates, defines and 
regulates the rights, duties, obligations, liabilities and powers of people in that 
relevant jurisdiction) and not procedural laws (regulates the manner and order in 
which substantive law may be enforced in a particular jurisdiction) of other nations. 
Also there needs to be a connection between the parties or the subject matter of the 
contract/proceedings and the choice of forum. Often laws will prohibit cases affecting 
resources, the environment or national interest being contracted away from the 
jurisdiction of the local courts and each court may have special rules prohibiting the 
application of laws they find intolerable or unjust under their legal system. 

Relevant to this are the certainty effect, lemons market and risk propensities. Parties 
are less likely to default on the agreement if they know they will encounter a highly 
probable punishment. Such a punishment becomes more likely with a foreign 
jurisdiction and law clause when in a country with an undependable legal system. 
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Arbitration clause: Enforcement is more likely to occur with arbitration. 

Education: General and specific. 
• Specific, to embarrass the pirate (cd’s software) a company could hire a PI who 

finds and photographs him. The picture can then be published bringing the pirate 
into disrepute. Chinese authorities demand pirates be publicly listed to cause 
shame and discourage it. Mass media can thus be used to shape people’s 
attitudes and have an effect their behaviour it thus has an educative and shaming 
effect. 

• In terms of general education both companies and countries can launch 
campaigns and host events that raise awareness regarding piracy (very 
successful, anti-piracy concerts in China). 

Curry the favour with the users: Get illegal users addicted to your product. 
Chinese students across the country are learning how to use Microsoft product’s 
(although they don’t pay for it) so these products become a staple of their 
professional training and their professional life. This means that although these users 
might never pay for the software the corporations they work for might rather to pay to 
retrain their employees on different software. A problem arises as to how Microsoft or 
other companies cashes in on that addiction and gets pirates to change their 
behaviour. Success might come with education and further price discrimination. 
Microsoft offered their software to Chinese students for $75 instead of $1000 which 
made a number of would-be pirates to buy the product legally. Raising prices is 
counterproductive. Another good strategy is to increase the difficulty of counterfeiting 
by making good quality products (Sennheiser earphones with gold plated 
connectors). 

Curry the favour with the government/courts: It is important to have good guanxi 
with Communist Party members. It is also important to convey a company image of 
charity as this builds good relationships as well (Motorola donating money to the 
Project Hope schools program in China which lead to patent lawsuit wins). It can 
increase the feeling of social equity amongst community members. 

The fear factor: Three ways to instill fear in pirates are symbolic action, showing a 
credible threat but not carrying it out, threatening pirates with prison or embarrassing 
them. Microsoft would flash black on screens of pirates followed by the request to 
buy the software. This angered both the government and the Chinese people .The 
lesson from the quarantine ships suspected of carrying missiles and giving them the 
option to turn around is clear, you have to give people an out which results in 
minimal loss of face. Use intrusive but not destructive means of conveying a threat. 
Microsoft could have offered the blacked out pirates it’s $75 software. This would 
have given the pirates an out. Companies can also try to leverage guanxi or use 
publicity to get the court to rule against pirates. In 2008 Microsoft partnered with the 
US FBI to bring down a Chinese piracy ring. The result was unfavourable to 
Microsoft (brief stay in prison and 1.5 million Yuan fine). Caution is thus necessary. 
Pirates can also be embarrassed privately. If Coke uses a bottler that does not use 
purified water (according to contract he should) Coke could contact other companies 
who are bottled at the same plant and form a coalition against the plant or threaten 
to do so. In countries like China threats are only useful if you are not intending to 
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take them to court as threatening to do so might result in them destroying evidence. 
Guanxi is better than threats in China, leveraging the relationship first is always 
better. 

Using your home government: Historically this meant going to war (Opium war 
China refused to trade Opium and offered to trade gold with Britain, Britain declared 
war). Changes since then are that the proliferation of weaponry has increased the 
danger of war, countries are no longer direct traders as nowadays it is done by 
independent countries. Third is the convergence of most countries to liberal 
democracies which limits government powers. Thus diplomacy is opted over 
violence. Companies can also seek legal protection from their home country, last 
resort in international law. The party seeking protection is required to prove that there 
was a breach of IL and all other local and int. remedies have been exhausted and 
that the home country is willing to take action on their behalf. The above only works 
for companies with political connections or large enough for their home countries to 
care the same applies for bringing cases in front of the WTO. Phillip Morris 
convinced the Ukraine to bring action against Australia in the WTO for taking away 
their trademark’s through their plain packaging legislation. 

Changing your business model: They are based on a product or service, a 
revenue stream, a delivery system, and a form of value derivation by interested 
parties. Thus any of these four elements can be altered. Sony has a lot of their CDs 
pirated in China through the anti-piracy concerts they can make money from ticket 
sales. Thus the pirated CD music is more a form of sampling than stealing. They 
could also generate revenue from ads on download websites etc. Changing the 
product is an option as well like Nintendo does with their proprietary game-storage 
cartridges. The best form of protection is individualised protection, tickets with the 
ticket holder’s photo on the front or software CDs with serial numbers. This makes 
mass-counterfeiting almost impossible. But experience has shown that these 
methods are crackable. 
Companies can beat them at their own game instead of spending money. They can 
fake their own products in secret and then sell those fakes very cheaply on the open 
market, pricing its pirate counterparts out of the market

Taking a different tact with the government, consumer or law-breaker: 
Government, health is considered very important in China so the company could 
point out that the counterfeit product (soft drink, medicine) might cause health 
problems might work to get the Chinese communist party or courts on their side. 
Consumers, argue that genuine products are superior (antivirus programs that 
require constant updates that require verification). Companies will sometimes have 
to invent reasons why genuine is better (Microsoft uses product activation which 
requires users to confirm that their version of Windows is real or it disables). Cannon 
notifies users of the danger of fake products: Product malfunction, rupture and 
leakage, explosion or fire, injury to user. With products where no damage can be 
done buying fake, offering add ons is a good strategy. A book with author’s signature. 
Counterfeiters, buying out or licensing out a pirate factory to legitimately make the 
product can be more profitable. 
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Week 11 Ethics, lying, the law and why good people do bad 
things

Frequency that average people lie per day: College students twice per day, 
community members once per day. People lie everyday no matter what walks of life 
they are from. 

Advantages and disadvantages of lying: Lying about your reserve price you might 
get a higher end price, make the other person afraid to push too hard in fear that you 
will get angry that they are trying to squeeze every last dollar out of you. But if it 
comes out that you are lying it will harm your reputation and they might not want to 
deal with you anymore. There might be legal implications. You reduce the size of the 
ZOPA and might therefore extinguish the chance of a resolution. It is harder to 
remember lies.

Definition of lying: An untruth that you convey that intends to mislead the other 
party as to the true nature of things. 

Mere puffery versus a contractual promise: Mere puff, the car salesman says this 
is the fastest car in the world, sales puff no one in their right mind believes it. 

Case: The different judgments of their Lordships in the Carbolic Smokeball Case: A 
lady puffed the ball three times a day for 2 months and contracted the flu, she tried to 
claim the reward but was ignored by the company. She took them to court. First 
question was the statement mere puffery? No as there is a promise to pay made 
clear by the statement that 100o pounds is deposited with a bank. It was intended to 
be understood by the public as an offer which was to be acted upon. The 
advertisement was an offer intended to be acted upon and when accepted and the 
conditions performed constituted a binding promise on which an action would lie. 
The company had to pay. 

Deceptive and misleading conduct re principals: No business in trade or 
commerce shall act in a manner that is deceptive or misleading or is likely to deceive 
or mislead. Not all countries interpret this in the same way. In Australia it does not 
matter whether the company misleading or deceiving intends to mislead or deceive. 
In America intention matters. 

Many ways to mislead

Equivocation: Check lecture 7
Size or weight manipulation: A packet of chips filled with 80% air and 20% chips. 
Comparisons between two phones where only the phones good traits are 
compared. 
Angel dusting: Claim that there are 18 vitamins and minerals in a drink but the 
quantity is so little that it does not make a difference. But the claim is not untrue. 
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cases: 
British Airways v. Taylor, a passenger was told he had a booking confirmation on a 
flight from London to Bermuda. They had a policy of overbooking, he did not get his 
seat, he sued and he won as it was ruled that the promise of the seat was a false. 
Morton v. Interpro, an employee was induced to take a job by the promise of a 
bonus structure, however the pay outcome he was shown was not realised, 
misleading! 
Medical Benefit Funds v. Cassidy, and advertising agent was found to not be liable 
for misleading ads as they did not know that the statements in the ad were false. 

Promissory Estoppels:
 This concept was accepted into law after the Central London Property Trust v. 
High Trees House case. 
It occurs where X negotiates with Y, X agrees not to enforce certain rights against Y, 
but Y offers nothing in exchange for that protection. X is still bound subject to the 
following requirements (may vary by jurisdiction). Y changes his position in reliance 
on that promise of X to his detriment (if X does not follow through). X knew or 
expected his promise would be relied on. X can resile from his promise so long as X 
gives reasonable notice to Y, which would allow Y to resume his previous position. 
But if Y cannot resume his position, X’s promise is fixed. You cannot promise 
something knowing the other person will rely on it, have the other person rely on it 
and then go back on your promise. You will be stopped from denying the truth of 
what you said. In a contract for a personal bank loan it states that you have to repay 
all your debt if not the bank would talk everything repayed so far and the item itself. 
Now your bank says don’t worry about paying on Friday pay the following Monday. 
Your bank cannot go back on that promise. It can only be used as a shield

Lie detection

There are no overwhelmingly obvious signs of lying but indicators do exist. 

The emotions school: Fear, guild and duper’s delight are mostly associated with 
lying. Liars feel guilty as they know deceit is wrong, but take delight that they can 
dupe another person, but fear that they will be caught. Gaze aversion, sweating, 
extra blinking, speech errors, hesitation, fidgetiness and a higher speaking voice are 
all signs. 

The cognitive effort school: Lying takes mental effort, from formulating the lie, to 
keeping your story straight and worrying about your own credibility. Liars worry about 
whether they look like liars. Some evidence suggests that telling a lie is easier then 
telling the truth (telling your girlfriend she looks good in a dress). Liars will does put 
in more effort to keep their emotions in check, they will add fewer details to stories to 
prevent inconsistencies, they will blink more, pause more, speak slower. 

The observer-observed school: Liars are aware that others are looking at them to 
determine if they are lying, particularly in negotiations and court cross-examinations. 
In response they try to control their behaviour, some is beyond their control, voice 
pitch and narrowing of lips. 
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General methods of lie detection: Generally the best ways to spot liars are to find 
out every detail about the thing they are describing as liars have trouble with 
complexity. Also try and ask about other people they know. Liars try to keep others 
and themselves out of their stories. Try to triangulate their facts, come at the same 
part of their story from different angles, where they might not know how to fit it 
together. Talk in person as people are more likely to lie via written or telephonic 
communication. 

Zimbardo and Milgram’s (lecture 4, electric shock) experiments on evil: A 
number of students were randomly selected as prisoners and guards, prison cells, a 
recreation area, solitary confinement and so on were set up. He sent them to prison 
and did not tell either the guards or prisoners what to do. Within three days guards 
were taunting prisoners, abusing them and playing vicious psychological games with 
them (hard labour, food withheld). The experiment was stopped after six days 
(intended for 2 weeks). One prisoners slipped into a deep depression after 3 days. 
Others had become so indoctrinated into their roles Zimbardo was worried about 
how to reintroduce them to the community. The lesson is that people will conform to 
the social roles they are placed into. In Milgram’s experiment people were told to be 
evil in this experiment people were evil of their own volition. 

Defences: Where defined social roles are present it is important to identify what 
social roles are likely to be conformed to and what traits are likely to be 
demonstrated by that conformity. Check if those traits are observable (early warning 
signs). De-escalation techniques should be actively pursued such as Allport’s contact 
theory, setting expectations and ground rules (12) and the GRITT model (6). Also 
check with a third party that is not under the authority of the more powerful person 
whether what you are doing is ethical (as most are only carrying out orders). 

Week 12 Alternative dispute resolution

Mediations have a very high success rates whether they are court ordered or 
voluntary. Most studies report success rates of 60-85%. 

Pre-mediation: Done to educate clients about the mediation process, find, the 
issues, understand any power imbalances, hear what the parties have to say, 
establish rapport and trust, as well as any number crunching. Parties send each 
other and the mediator briefs. Bickering tends to occur as well. 

In mediation: The mediator must explain the process and the following. That they 
are a neutral party, anything said is without prejudice and confidential (cannot affect 
any later court proceedings). The mediator’s decision is not binding, does not give 
legal advice, caucusing may/will occur. He might need to speak to one person more 
than another to fully understand what each person is saying and this is normal. 
Decisions are only preliminary until legal advice is sought (if applicable). Both parties 
have to demonstrate that they have come to the mediation to resolve the dispute 
(commitment and consistency).

After that the mediator will ask one party to tell what happened and then allows the 
other party to do the same. He must not allow parties to interrupt each other. 
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Preferably he will then try to facilitate some productive discussion and/or bargaining. 
Open ended questions should be posed for all but uncontroversial issues. He can 
also bring up packages and options the parties might not have thought of. Once 
productive discussion end and bickering begins the mediator will often call a caucus 
to propose solutions to each party and then do the same with the other party. 
Sometimes parties will now ask the mediator to put an idea to the other party as the 
mediator’s own idea to avoid reactive devaluation. 

Post-mediation: If something is agreed it has to be put down in writing even if no 
one signs it until they get legal advice. As each person often remembers a different 
agreement. It is important to pre-empt what their lawyers might say as this will 
decrease the chance that the client will feel they were tricked or cheated in the 
mediation (only meant for lawyer negotiators). 

Sometimes post-settlement settlements are used (see lecture 2). 

Why mediators are useful
They can overcome impasse. They are not as affected by reactive devaluation, in-
group, out-group biases and are therefore more objective. Mediators can assist 
parties that have trouble figuring out their priorities. Parties naturally engage in 
sequential bargaining, most mediators are well versed in using packages instead. 
Mediators can reframe the conflict and make parties think about the conflict from the 
other party’s perspective which can decrease positional bargaining though 
empathetic counterfactual thinking. They can also force parties to listen to one 
another which they often haven’t done before without interrupting each other. The 
mediator can call them out on the way parties communicate with each other and 
explain that that tactic has not worked so they should change their tactic and listen to 
each other. Mediators can also spark flexibility by asking can both parties please try 
and come up with three options/packages that you are happy to offer to the other 
side. They can pick up on misunderstandings and correct them. They can also 
facilitate creative problem solving. They can focus the party’s attention on what they 
agree about. They can organise the discussion to avoid arguments becoming 
repetitive and circular. They can also bring parties necessary to resolve dispute to 
the table. 

How Mediators build Trust: Introductory speech about neutrality is important. Trust 
defined is, believing that the person who is trusted will do as expected. First 
expectations have to be set. For example it the mediator asks the female party more 
questions she can balance it by asking the male party some more questions. 
Caucusing with the party that alleges bias is another good strategy. This cannot be 
at the same time or too long after bias has been alleged. They have to ask what the 
party expected and why the felt the mediator’s actions differed from what was 
expected. Then they need to try and rebalance it. Whatever the current untrusting 
expectation reduction mechanism is the mediators needs to modify it to a more 
neutral one 

Arbitration: Much like a court hearing with advocates presenting their client’s side of 
the case to an arbitrator who makes a decision that is binding. Many people do not 
want to use courts and instead put an arbitration clause into their contracts. Unlike 
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court-orders, arbitrations can be decided by an expert in the field rather than an 
expert in the law and by a person the parties choose rather than a random court 
allocated judge. They can also be made confidential, court proceedings are almost 
all open to the public, heightening the chance for leaked secrets. They can be done 
anywhere, anytime, you don’t have to wait years for a trial date. They are cheaper as 
they are faster and collecting evidence and putting it in admissible form is cheaper. 
But arbitrations are becoming more legalistic and parties must pay for the arbitrator 
per day, judges are free. There are few avenues for appeal if your arbitrator makes 
the wrong decision. 

Hybrid and modified forms

Final offer arbitration: Each party puts forward a final offer and the arbitrator must 
pick one. This encourages parties to be reasonable. 

Mediation-arbitration (med-arb): A mediation is conducted first followed by an 
arbitration if the mediation is unable to reach a settlement. If it is the same person 
parties might not be willing to divulge their secret information to them as it will be 
difficult for that person not to take the secret information into account in the 
arbitration. If it is a different person there will be additional cost and time. 

Arbitration-mediation (arb-med): An arbitrator makes a decision and puts it in a 
sealed envelope and then conducts a mediation. If it is successful the envelope 
stays closed and the agreement is binding by consent of the parties (signature in 
contract) it is not successful whatever is in the envelope is binding without consent of 
the parties. Arb-med is clear winner as more settled in mediations and higher 
integrative outcomes were achieved (pie was expanded more). 

Week 13 Conflict

Conflict occurs when party X perceives that party Y is negatively affecting or will 
soon negatively affect something that party X cares about. Party Y’s actions or 
planned actions conflict with X’s interests. Conflict is not limited to two parties. 

The classical school: They believe that all conflict is bad. This view is hard-wired. 
The think that the roots of conflict are poor communication, lack of trust, lack of 
transparency, lack of respect, thus either or both parties would have done something 
wrong. 

The humanist school: They believe that conflict is natural, inevitable and generally 
undesirable. But in certain circumstances it can be beneficial. 

The constructive school: They believe that conflict is necessary as without it the 
world would become stagnant and apathetic. A minimum level of conflict should be 
maintained to keep groups creative, innovative and growing. 

It is important to come into a negotiation with the mental model of conflict as an 
everyday occurrence. Each conflict should be an opportunity for joint gains but you 
need a kit of solutions (tricks lecture 8 and enforcement mechanisms lecture 10). 
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Conflict styles: Horizontal axis represents a person’s willingness to cooperate and 
think of other’s needs. The vertical axis represents a person’s assertiveness and 
how much the negotiator thinks only of their own needs. 

Categories of negotiators

Competing negotiator: Hard-bargainer who believes that negotiations are zero-
sum. Takes positional stance and will exercise any legal right or any other source of 
power she has to win herself. Strategies are threats, persuasion, using power, 
refusing to negotiate. Most useful in an emergency (you give CPR I call the 
ambulance); when unpopular decisions must be made (job losses) and as a shield to 
competing and avoiding negotiators. 

Avoiding negotiator: Useless as he is neither assertive nor co-operative. He does 
not want to help you and does not want anything from you. Strategies are 
withdrawing from conflict, delay, divert attention, become inaccessible. Useful when 
issue is unimportant or doing something will make you look like a pushover. Also 
when you will achieve nothing from engaging or where confronting issues would 
cause more damage, to let tempers die down. When you need to gather more info 
before engaging and where others can resolve conflict better than you. 

Compromising negotiator: Does not understand how to negotiate and thinks only 
form of negotiation is zero sum game. Does not look for integrative or compatible 
issues and can be assertive but also co-operative. Strategies are split the difference, 
urge timeliness, compromise. Most useful when a fast solution is needed, and an 
ongoing relationship is wanted and underlying issues are not that important and is 
thus too time consuming to engage in collaborative negotiation. When both 
competition and collaboration will fail. 

Accommodating negotiator: Pushover, soldier who follows order, walked over by 
competitive negotiator. Strategies are giving support and saying how great this is for 
the group and saying they are sure their opponent would them out in the same way 
in the future, acknowledges when they are wrong. Useful when you want to win the 
appreciation of others or be like by them, when you need to avoid hassle over a 
trivial matter. When you are in the wrong, when issues is more important for them 
than you, to build reciprocity points and when preserving harmony is important. 

Collaborating negotiator: Masterful negotiator, refuses to engage in positional 
bargaining always trying to ideate new ideas, packages and ways to reach an 
agreement. Can be very cooperative but can fight over a distributive issue or an 
integrative issue at its distributive (pie slicing) stage, can be very assertive. 
Strategies are asserts needs and interests but is open to other’s way to achieve 
further joint gains. Welcomes differences with contingency agreements, cooperates 
in seeking additional info, seeks out priorities. Useful when there are integrative and 
compatible issues, where a Pareto efficient (not possible to make anyone better off 
without making at least one worse off) outcome is available. Also useful when long 
term relationship matters, objective is to learn and benefit from others and where 
creative solutions are required. 
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Sources of conflict: Differential values and needs can lead to conflict. Social 
proof, as our brains are inherently social, if we are told by many similar people to 
ourselves that X is a bad person and we hear no other opinion and have no evidence 
of our own we are likely to adopt a similar view. Transformative principles and new 
values creation, for transformation to occur one must identify the unfavourable 
nature of a situation, once we articulate that we become more committed to it and 
more likely act consistently with our identification of it as unfavourable. A connection 
between cause and effect will be made, leading to the laying of blame and the start 
of a conflict. Transference (displacement) of emotion from one situation to another. 
Negotiator walks into meeting after infuriating meeting with estranged wife. His 
hostility level will be primed (exposure to earlier stimulus can influence our response 
to a later one) and he will be ready to create a conflict. A change in power status 
can cause friction. A period of rapidly expanding power creates envy and forces 
people to adjust their view of us, which we naturally dislike. Ambiguity regarding 
relative power produces incompatible aspirations and engaging in invidious 
comparison where we believe that person X receives more privileges but has no 
greater merit. Zero-sum thinking creates conflict by making us believe that 
resources are more scarce than they are. Often there is more than needed (lemon 
example, three sisters one wanting rind to make chocolate, one seeds to plant tree 
and one juice to make lemonade). Entrapment (putting money into something and 
then feeling obliged to use it, WWI), this is triggered by sunk cost bias (money/life 
spent reason to continue), loss aversion (losses of backing out of war are valued 
twice as much as potential benefits), and irrational escalation of commitment 
(sending good money/lives after bad in the hope or recouping losses). This entraps 
victims into continued conflict. Agency problems as agents can misrepresent the 
wants of their principals through misunderstanding or can value their own incentives 
over the best interests of their principals. Overconfidence and optimism biases tend 
us to believe that we are better than we are and that things will go better than they 
will. Those who rely on your predictions will eventually be enlightened by the truth 
which will lead to anger and conflict. Miscommunications (sender and receiver 
message differ), can lead to in-group bias, fake polarisation effect and confirmation 
bias. 

Solutions: Notions of fairness, reactive devaluation (how offer is perceived 
depends on who makes it), when presented with disarmament proposal in the Cold 
War, US students had 90% approval when US President made, it 80% approval 
when neutral third party made it and 44% approval when the USSR made it. 
Mediators or other neutral third parties should thus propose solutions. Reframing, a 
mediator saying you have to decide if you love your children more than you hate 
your ex. Emotional route to resolution, accept X as an individual and their values 
as no longer under attack, X’s out requires no face loss, X’s core needs are 
respected and addressed, X has time to get perspective and heal, X’s feelings are 
heard. Symbolic gestures (gifts, hugs, shaking hands, joint activities, reciprocity 
rule). Power route only works if you are clearly more powerful (US can invade 
Rwanda to stop mass murder but not China). Yes! No. Yes? this requires X to say I 
really want to work this out to continue our great relationship! But I cannot accept 
that particular solution. But I do accept your underlying interests are XYZ, can we 
find another solution? Tree-interesting (response to we have nothing to talk about) 
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towards the tree’s centre are fundamental interests, towards the periphery are the 
superficial. As you branch out more you should eventually hit mutual interests and 
can begin the process of bridge building. Being likable, we like those that are 
beautiful, similar to us and who like us. If you can use one of those criteria in your 
negotiation you can influence your opponent’s behaviour to be more trusting. Being 
open and flexible encourages reciprocity in kind. Never go through a list of things to 
be discussed instead always put three all inclusive packages on offer. Setting 
expectations and being unambiguous. Alignment actions are what we do to 
reframe our conflict causing actions with some acceptable explanation (apologising 
for swearing and saying in my country we swear a lot). Game theoretic tit-for-tat, 
parties showing they will cooperate in the first round of bargaining but then waiting 
on the other to follow will likely be advantageous as it stops them being taken 
advantage of, whilst stressing cooperation as default (reciprocity). Inside/outside 
view thinking, look outside to get more realistic view, mediators are naturally 
positioned for this. Use objective criteria to weigh outcomes and process 
alternatives. Find a common enemy (civil wars cured when foreigner invaded). 

Dynamical systems and conflicts

Positive feedback loop: Self reinforcing, the more eggs there are the more 
chickens there will be and so on and it becomes more and more. There are more 
humans alive today than have ever died. I eat because I am unhappy, I am unhappy 
because I eat. Accordingly my current eating makes me more unhappy and therefore 
I eat more and more because I am now unhappy. 

Negative feedback loop: Regulate the system and self correct its excesses. 
Chickens meet road crossing, less chickens exist, less chickens exist to cross roads 
and so on. The more one type of antibiotics is used, the more resistant infections will 
get to it, and the less that antibiotic will be prescribed. 

Single feedback learning loops: All learning depends on feedback. How else could 
we judge the consequences of our actions and decisions? Learning in dynamical 
systems is characterised by the feedback loop process. In systems characterised by 
single loops we respond to stimuli using only existing mental models. When I turn the 
steering wheel the car turns too much to the right, so I need to correct it by turning it 
to the left. I created X which was a mistake and now I will fix X using the same 
system I used to create X. 

Double feedback learning loops: We create the capacity to change our mental 
models, especially helpful where those mental models cause conflict. The overturn to 
the right might teach a learner driver to slowly turn into a lane and stop turning once 
the angle is appropriate, instead of making a single adjustment then only correcting 
once turned on too sharp an angle. 

Learning also depends on an understanding of the feedback we receive and people 
tend to misinterpret it. It was found that experience does not assist in learning as 
bounded rationality limits us. It thus has to be taught to negotiators what systems are 
and typical strategies for dealing with problems in complex systems. 
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Basic steps to deal with systems: Identify the elements of the system in place 
(allies make arms, Soviet perceive threat, soviets make arms, allies perceive threat) 
and identify the nature of the system and the relationship of those elements to one 
another. When there is more than one loop, you have to ascertain how loops are 
connected to one another. 

Strategies used to stop destructive positive feedback getting stronger

Strategy 1 Create negative feedback loops: Allies announce de-escalation, allies 
decrease arm making, soviets perceive less threat, soviets announce de-escalation, 
soviets decrease arm making, allies perceive less threat, allies announce de-
escalation etc. This negative feedback loop directly attacks the aforementioned 
positive feedback loop. 

Attractors: Systems evolve over time making them more or less complex. A strong 
positive feedback loop (domestic violence) sucks everything into it, it gets stronger 
and stronger the more negative feedback loops it destroys and the more positive 
feedback loops it absorbs. The power of strong attractors comes from their exclusion 
of all but themselves from the view of those within the system. They do not care 
about what is external to their system. Domestic violence does not decrease 
because society thinks its wrong, it needs actual intervention (arrest, psychiatric 
treatment). 

Conflicts are strongly influenced by the internal dynamics of the system’s various 
elements. Thus when external elements interfere they do not induce change in the 
system rather they fundamentally alter the system. When something comes in from 
the outside like temperature (input that is good and bad as it could be way too hot 
and you get cooked eggs or it could be way too cold and all the eggs freeze), if it’s 
too cold there will be less chickens. The amount of eggs, chickens and road crossing 
will not affect the temperature. Thus to decrease the strength of stable attractors and 
seek to modify a system’s internal dynamics the following can be done. 

Strategy 2 Increase dimensonality: The only way to improve a conflict is to attend 
to the internal dynamics. You have to look at the fundamental system that underlies 
the system and not the main thing of the conflict. When you dampen the loop once 
you stop it will come back. Almost all balanced systems will self generate negative 
feedback loops once a certain threshold of positive feedback is reached. Our climate 
now is balanced and Ice Age would be an unbalanced system. A single dimension 
implies that everyone’s views are the same meaning you are either with us or 
against us. Multidimensionality means there is a split and all of a sudden some 
republicans will say that abortion is ok if it is incest or rape but not if it’s consensual 
sex and it can go on from there with more splits, what if its two 12 year olds having 
sex when before they were anti-abortion (stable and strong attractor) in general 
creating the multidimensionality is essentially dividing and conquer. The four possible 
opinions are abortion is always wrong; abortion is always wrong unless a woman is 
raped/incest; abortion is always wrong unless the person declined consent or was 
legally incapable of consent (drunk, drugged, underage); abortion is a woman’s 
choice. With an outrageous statement from one republican (it is god’s will that the 12 
year old has her father’s baby) will split the party and might result in the following 
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opinions: abortion is always wrong and abortion is always wrong when the woman 
consented and was legally capable of consenting to the sex that caused the 
pregnancy, otherwise it’s the woman’s choice. You have thus destroyed a strong 
multi-level attractor and replaced it with two newly developed weaker attractors. In 
short, to weaken strong attractors other views have to be introduced into the mix. 

Strategy 3 Increase the levels of the conflict: By increasing the levels of conflict 
each of which are constituted by own systems, you increase the complexity in the 
system and increase the presence of or potential for multiple attractors which will 
likely deny any single attractor dominance. Republican party has conventions where 
such topics (abortion) are debated by delegates (thus adding other interacting 
systems) this might even go before the final voter. 

Dangers: The Nazis were destroying multidimensionality through the you are either 
with us or against us tactic. By saying to the people that they were under attack and 
denouncing the pacifists for lack of patriotism, all nuances of views towards the war 
were reduced to a false dichotomy of two views (being with us and against us, in-
group/out-group bias). The Nazis were consolidating the levels at which such 
discussion could occur to one (the leaders) by stating that the people can always be 
brought to the bidding of their leaders. The system was thus only defined by positive 
feedback loops tending towards a strong attractor with no strong if any negative 
feedback loop to de-escalate a conflict that would begin a world war. 

decoupling 
Autopoietic (self-referential) nature 
Invidious comparison 
Fake polarization effect

Listen to law lecture and system thinking lecture (week 6 and 13). 

Case Study

We are a junior negotiator at Jetstar, they are looking at creating a hub in China to fly 
domestic routes and at a later point also routes to Europe and the US which are not 
profitable for its parent company Qantas. The Chinese Communist Party has the 
right to decide whether Jetstar will be allowed to base operations in China. Their 
interests are:

They want to protect China’s local airline industry, especially in large cities such as 
Shangai and Bejing but also in smaller cities. They have shown interest in allowing 
flights to smaller cities that could do with the tourism/business and have no Chinese 
carriers offering competitive flights to Australia, Europe and the US. They want part 
ownership by Chinese firms (similar to deal struck with Vietnam). The Party wants to 
charge for the very expensive aiport infrastructure they have built. They want to 
charge 0.5C per kilometre flown (per passenger, per flight) to reach each airport. A 
slow two year roll out to the test the waters this will increase the cost by 15% due to 
a loss of economies of scale. 
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Jetstar: They want to start in big revenue cities, they are worried about ceding 
control but they are open to foreign part-ownership. This will not affect Jetstar’s cost 
balance unless equity is given up without adequate payment. They want low airport 
taxes and costs. They also want to run domestic operations where local airlines do 
not run or do not have enough capacity. 

Instructions for you: Only focus on domestic China flights. 

Figures: 10 planes that travel at average speed of 800km/h with a half an hour 
turnaround time in 24 hours. I assume the 10 planes will fly continuously 24 hours a 
day. 

Jetstar per km per seat cost: 6.9C
Qantas: 11c
Chinese Airlines: 7.5-9.5C

Shanghai-Bejing: 1267km cost is $8,742.30 cents, discount is $8,305. 185 cents
Bejing-Shenzhen: 2284km cost is $15,759.60 cents, discount is $14,971.62 cents
Shenzhen-Shanghai: 1512km cost is $10, 432.80 cents, discount is $9,911.16 cents
Wuzhou-Shanghai: 1766km cost is $12,185.40 cents, discount is $11,576.13 cents
Wuzhou-Shenzhen: 398km cost is $2,746.20 cents, discount is $2,608.89 cents
Wuzhou-Bejing: 2301km cost is $15,876.90 cents, discount is $15,083.055 cents

Total 65,743.20 cents
Total discount 62,456.04 cents

Plus Ferry
Plus Airport Infrastructure
Plus 0.5 cents per km for Chinese government 

WE cannot offer superdiscounts as it might undermine local airlines. 

Chief Negotiator says they can operate out of Macao (about 300km form Hong 
Kong). Macao has (technically) a separate government to China’s government so 
you will negotiate with different people. From Macao there is a direct ferry to 
Shenzhen and Hong Kong. Passenger have to take a bus (that only accepts local 
coins) to the ferry. The ferry is expensive and does not run late at night (late night 
landing slots are preferred by low cost carriers like Jetstar). They could save 5% per 
km per seat by using Macao.

BATNA

Reasonable BATNA is to establish hub in Macao because we assume that 5% can 
be saved per km per seat. We do not have to deal with the Chinese government 
directly. They will not 
charge the airport infrastructure fee, no ownership. 6.555cents assuming that Ferry, 
airport infrastructure and 0.5 cent pay is not included.

Exact BATNA: 6.555
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Reserve Price: 6.9 – 15%
9.5cent minus 15% (expected savings on Australian cost base). 

Target Price: $5.865 cents which is the 6.9 cents minus the 15% savings Jetstart 
expects on its Australian cost base. 

Determine risk propensity: According to Hofstede Australia is risk neutral (51). 

Risk mitigating techniques: Evaluate each deal on its own merit. 

Underlying interests: Expansion into China (emerging market), more profit, create 
demand in China, creating value for shareholders of Qantas (as routes to Europe 
and US are not profitable for Quantas). 
Profitability figures:

Opponent’s assessment

BATNA: No deal with Jetstar, other foreign airline, other local airline, the Chinese 
government does not stand to lose anything from the deal not going ahead. 

Reserve Price: 

Target Price:

Risk propensity: China is risk averse (30). 

Underlying interests: More tourism, FDI for China, transference of learning, 
knowledge and skills, can fuel innovation as a new competitor is introduced. 

Issues

China: Protection of local airline industry especially in big cities (distributive because 
Jetstar prefers location of their hub in big city), flights to smaller cities that need 
tourism (integrative as Jetstar can service areas that do not have local airline and 
thus create demand can be compatible as small cities in China still have up to 3 
million people), part ownership (integrative if China is willing to pay adequalityely for 
equity, and it gives China some of the control), airport infrastructure (distributive 
because it is assumed that Jetstar does not want to pay for it), slow two year roll out 
(distributive/compatible as it allows Jetstar to test the waters as well and save cost in 
the long term if venture turns out to be unsuccesul, however it can be distributive as 
it increases cost of Jetstar).

Jetstar: Want do business in big revenue cities (distributive as China does not 
competition with local airlines), worried about ceding control but open to foreign part 
ownership if payment adequate (integrative if Chinese are willing to pay adequately 
for equity but distributive if not), low airport taxes and costs (distributive as it is 
assumed that Chinese government would want taxes as high as possible unlike 
Jetstar), running domestic lines in cities that don’t have local airlines or local airlines 
don’t have enough capacity (compatible as China wants that to as it fuels tourism). 
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Cost per km in China (distributive as Chinese want to charge lots of extra cost such 
as airport infrastructure a charge per km). Competition (compatible if Chinese can be 
convinced of benefits of competition, if not it’s distributive), location of hub 
(distributive as China prefers small cities and Jetstar prefers big cities but can be 
integrative if small city allows tax break or as is the case in the case of Macau cost 
can be saved). 

Solutions

Protection of local airline industry: Part ownership

How to get China to pay adequately for our equity: Agree to part ownership but 
insist on access to big cities and tax break

Airport infrastructure: 

Situational issues and solutions: More parties needed (solution is get more people), 
ongoing relationship (solution set good precedent do not push too hard), location of 
negotiation (choose neutral location such as Singapore as both parties will not have 
advantage), linkages between this negotiation and others (for example if China give 
Jetstar a taxbreak they might set a precedent, solution keep negotiation private with 
clause in contract), getting most optimal outcome (post-post settlement bring in third 
party to evaluate what was negotiated). 
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